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genetic mutation and indirectly through changes in genotype length.
If this rule – of a low rate of direct genetic mutation and a low rate of change in genotype
length with respect to effect on information content of GIP – is followed, then the popula-
tion will evolve as nearly-converged species, convergence being in terms of GIP information
content. If, in addition, a direct genetic coding (i.e. a bijection between genotype and phe-
notype) is used, then the population’s members will have an almost uniform genotype length
that increases in small steps. Even if this is not the case, the information content of the GIP
will increase (at most) gradually.
As made explicit by Harvey (1992, ﬁgure 3), the convergence of the population need not be
around a single species. Variation in number of species is not engineered in, but rather is a
result of this theory. A new species arises (emerges) when a progenitorial species splits into
separate ones. A species becomes extinct once all its members have died. Note also that the
“problem of premature convergence” from traditional GA theory is now irrelevant.
One further issue worth clarifying is that of functionalvalidity with respect to the destination
environment, or “situation within a world”. Brooks (1991a, 1991b) argues that incremental
development (including evolution) must take place within the environment that the objects
inhabit. This is to avoid problems (common in traditional artiﬁcial intelligence) caused by
a divide between a system and the real world. So, for example, some researchers (e.g. Har-
nad 1993) argue that robots intended to inhabit the real world must be evolved (or at least
frequently evaluated) in it. However, if organisms are only ever to inhabit an ‘artiﬁcial’ en-
vironment then there should be no concern about them being evolved in that environment.
Their ‘world’ is not a simulation and so the approach suffers none of the problems that oc-
cur when trying to use a simulation to evolve robots for the real world. Where the artiﬁcial
environment differs from our world (however greatly), there is no problematic error. There
is simply a difference.16
matching instructions as before. Because the parasites depended on their “hosts”, they could
not displace them and the host and parasite populations entered into Lotka-Volterra popula-
tion cycles, characteristic of predator–prey and parasite–host systems (Lotka 1925; Volterra
1926). Ray reported that coevolution occurred as the hosts became immune to the parasites,
which overcame these defences, and so on. “Hyper-parasite” hosts emerged containing in-
structions that caused a parasite to copy the host rather than the parasite; this could lead to
the rapid elimination of the latter. Ray also reported cooperation (symbiosis) in replication
followed by “cheaters” (social parasites) which took advantage of the cooperators.
The above are examples of ecological adaptations, which involved interactions between the
programs. Another class of adaptations found was optimisations, where individualprograms
replicated faster than their ancestors. For example, non-parasitic replicators almost a quarter
the length of the initial replicator were found, as were programs with unrolled copy loops
which copied two or three bytes per loop, reducing the overhead of looping. By adding split
and join instructions, which allowed a program to split into a multi-threaded process and
join back into a single one, the evolution of efﬁcient parallel-processing replicators was later
achieved.
While the results of Tierra are impressive, the system is not truly open-ended. There have
been no new reports of emergent phenomena during the last few years and it is generally
accepted that not much more will occur unless further alterations are made to the system, as
with the addition of the split and join instructions. Indeed, Ray (1996) is currently establish-
ing a “biodiversity reserve for digital organisms” (section 5.2) based on a networked version
of Tierra, in an attempt to generate more complex organisms. His hope is that the increased
scale will hold an ecological community of many species, with the network model providing
initial selectiveforces resultingfrom its temporal and spatialcomplexity. “Once a signiﬁcant
impulse in the direction of complexity has occurred, the hope is that selective forces arising
from interactions among the digital organisms can lead to an auto-catalytic increase in com-22
The evolutionary emergence of novel behaviours requires new neural structures, or “mod-
ules”. We can expect most to be descended from neural structures which once had different
functions (Mayr 1960). There are many known examples of neural structures that serve a
purpose different from a previous use, for example Stork, Jackson, and Walker (1991).
Theory tells us that genes are used like a recipe, not a blueprint. In any one cell, at any one
stage of development, only a tiny proportion of the genes will be in use. Further, the effect
that a gene has depends upon the cell’s local environment – its neighbours.
The above two paragraphs are related. For a type of module to be used for a novel function
(and then to continue to evolve from there), without loss of current function, either an extra
module must be created or there must be one spare (to alter). Either way, a duplication
system is required. This could be either by gene duplication or as part of a developmental
process.
Gene duplication can be rejected as a sole source of neural structure duplication, because
the capacity required to store all connections in a large network without a modular coding
is genetically infeasible. Therefore, for the effective evolutionary emergence of complex
behaviours, a modular developmental process is called for. For the sake of research validity
(regarding long-term goals), this should be included from the outset.
Most artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) that have been manually designed are layered feed-
forward networks. However, recurrent networks can have internal state sustained over time
and demonstrate rich intrinsic dynamics. This makes them attractive for use in behaviour-
based work. Evidence from neuroscience provides further support, as biological neural net-
works are frequently recurrent. Although recurrent ANNs can be very hard to study (Boers
and Kuiper 1992, p.40), artiﬁcial evolution should have no problem using them. Indeed,
there seems to be little reason to constrain the evolution to feed-forward networks, espe-
cially when aiming for organisms that are to act as complex dynamical systems working36
evolutionary emergence requires natural selection (by our deﬁnitions). The logical progres-
sion or aim is the perpetuation of evolutionary emergence via naturally arising coevolution.
However, this requires long-term incremental evolution and so what we evolve and how
we evolve it must be chosen accordingly. The initial groundwork on “how” has already been
coveredbySAGAtheory–byusinglowenoughmutationratesthatthepopulationevolvesas
nearly-converged species, with crossover assimilating beneﬁcial mutations into the species.
As for what class of entities to (attempt to) evolve, computer program instructions are too
brittle. Even the use of template matching cannot overcome that fact. Neural networks are a
clear choice because of their graceful degradation.
Natural selection research should be leading the way, through the evolution of neural con-
trollers within virtual environments, towards the emergence of increasingly complex advan-
tageous behaviours. The work presented in this paper has started down that route, with some
success. In work involving pure natural selection, the organisms’ developmental and in-
teraction systems are analogous to the ﬁtness functions of conventional genetic algorithms.
While the general aim involves moving away from such comparisons, the analogy is use-
ful for recognising how the epistasis (lack of correlation) of ﬁtness landscape issue transfers
across. Certainontogenetic(developmental)and interactionsystemscan result in individuals
with similar genotypes but very different phenotypes. Geb organisms satisfy this criterion,
because offspring resemble their parents (but are not identical). Geb’s results prove it to be
suited to long-term incremental artiﬁcial evolution. This alone is a signiﬁcant result for a
modular developmental system. The behaviours identiﬁed are encouraging too, for the in-
creases in complexity were clearly advantageous and in ways not speciﬁed by the design –
evolutionary emergence.
Geb provides some useful lessons for the development of the ﬁeld towards the perpetuation
of such emergence. First the transparency of behaviours has surfaced as an important issue.
Neural networks and other such highly distributed controllers can be suited to long-term37
evolution, but analysis of evolved networks soon becomes infeasible as their complexity
increases. This was a less signiﬁcant problem in the evolution of program code. The rec-
ommendation is, therefore, that future systems should be developed such that behavioural
descriptions are as easy to generate as possible, probably by constructing the systems such
that behaviours will be transparent to human observers.
Another lesson learned concerns the speciﬁcation of lowest-level actions. Geb generated
the important new result of evolutionary emergent advantageous behaviours from a system
suited to long-term incremental evolution. However, alternatives in which the evolvable
embodiment of an organism gives rise to its actions will be necessary for the open-ended
evolution of available actions. This could provide for a far greater range of behaviours, no
longer restricted to sequences of predeﬁned actions.
Future work on the current system includes testing the sensitivity of results to variations in
parameters such as grid size, maximum population size (number of grid squares), mutation
rate and levelof noisein the networks. However,althoughimprovementsmay be possible by
tuningparameters,greateradvanceswillprobablybeproducedbyheedingtheabovelessons.
This work holds interest not just for those within the artiﬁcial evolution ﬁeld, but for any-
one interested in the generation of systems which outperform their design speciﬁcations
(cf. Descartes’ Dictum). For there is probably no process other than natural selection that is
capable of producing the open-ended emergence of increasingly complex systems.47
Figure 2: The experimental world (Geb).48
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Figure 3: Schematic of a neuron, from (Cliff, Harvey, and Husbands 1992).52
Figure 7: A dominant organism’s neural network.53
Figure 8: A rebel organism’s neural network.54
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Figure 9: Typical run 1 (running averages of population sizes by actions).55
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Figure 10: Typical run 2 (running averages of population sizes by actions).